Urban Renewal Programme (URP)

Introduction

The Urban Renewal Programme (URP) entails co-ordinating many complementary and diverse and encompassed initiatives in a node (developed by SAPs). URP is driven by various local initiatives in a whole range of spheres and sectors.

- Strong crime prevention focus
- To co-ordinate action in node with reference to a whole range of spheres and sectors
- To co-ordinate action in node with reference to crime prevention strategy initiative of SAPs
- Co-ordination is done in a holistic approach

KwaZulu-Natal Department of Economic Development & Tourism

Some process done in national and local renewal nodes.

Department of Housing & Infrastructure

- Quarterly monitoring provincial information by middle March 2002
- Request from DPLC to forward DPLC drafting a policy document
- December 2001 - March 2003:

Urban Renewal Programme (URP)

Local Government invited to launch September 2001, former Provincial Minister of

National Department Responsible: DPLC

Wessex Cape: KwaZulu-Natal & Mpumalanga

Eight urban renewal pilot areas, nation wide

(URPS)
(July 2002).

- Identification of anchor projects, per node.
- Plan (feasibility).
- Knowledge (Victoria, Wexford, and Mitchell). Project.
- Identifying anchor projects.
- Community strategy has identified and are also
- In addition, the PWG: Department of
- Mitchell’s plan.
- Participation in Regional Forums.
- PWG: Department of Local Government.
- Launch of Urban Renewal Program on 9

**PERFORMANCE: 2001 - 2002**

Renewal nodes).

City of Cape Town is making to the urban

Identification of lead projects (granting under


Two CBD areas (Knysna and Mitchell’s plan)

Projects.

- Two CBD areas (Knysna and Mitchell’s plan)

Projects.

- Those areas do not refer to the planning/property.

Some meet urban renewal criteria.

- In terms of IPP.
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- National Projects.
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